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1. Introduction
1.1.

Background to the study

The role of Informal Justice Systems (IJS) and actors in promoting access to
justice is internationally recognized. It is estimated that in 2012 over 80% of
conflicts in the world were resolved through informal justice systems (UNDP
2012). Informal justice systems address important issues for individuals and
communities such as; minor or petty crimes , land conflicts , family disputes,
, commercial disputes and access to public services among others. IJS also
play an important role in maintaining social harmony in many communities
(Ricken 2012:13). The abundance of the IJS is a reflection of the lack of access
to the formal justice system by the poor and disadvantaged persons.
At the continental level, African States continue to look to traditional and
informal justice forums to resolve disputes for a multitude of reasons (Penal
Reform International 2000). First, the vast majority of Africans continue to
live in rural communities with limited access to the formal state justice system
(ibid). These IJS are less costly and expeditiously address minor disputes.
Second, in communities such as urban informal settlements where there is a
breakdown in social relationships and are prone to conflict, IJS quickly resolve
conflicts, thus enabling people focus on their economic co-operation (ibid).
In Uganda, dispute resolution through Courts of law are at a paltry 5% (Hill
2016). Those involving advocates are less than 1% of such cases (ibid). A
majority of the population are hindered from accessing legal services due to
conditions of extreme deprivation and the problems of increasing case backlog,
corruption and the high costs associated with the formal justice system.
It is against this back drop that the Government of Uganda has consistently
recognized the role of the informal justice systems in enhancing access to Justice
for the poor and vulnerable. The Justice, Law and Order Sector (JLOS) under
objective 7 of the National Development Plan of Uganda 2012/13-2016/2017
recognized the need to extend access to justice through empowerment of
informal justice systems and local council courts (NDP 2012/13-2016-17). The
new JLOS Strategic Development Plan (SDP) IV aims to strengthen “deeper
knowledge and understanding of the informal justice systems with a focus on
innovations to bridge the gap between formal and informal justice system (JLOS
2017-2020).
However, it is questionable whether these IJS adhere to the international best
practices of due process and their impact on access to justice. Hence the current
capacity assessment.
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1.2.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

The primary objective of the research is to assess the capacity of the informal justice systems
in Albertine and Rwenzori districts of; Kyegegwa, Kibaale, Kyenjojo, Kakumiro and Kagadi in
delivering access to justice and their adherence to constitutional and international human rights
standards.
1.3.

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS

This section provides a working definition of the key terms used in the study.
1.3.1. Human Rights
Human rights are generally understood as the rights that one enjoys simply
by virtue of being human being.1 Human rights are inherent and universal and
are therefore enjoyed equally, are inalienable, interrelated and interdependent.2
Traditionally under the positivist international human rights law, human rights
are guaranteed by law and the primary duty to protect human rights lies with
the state (UDHR Preamble). The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
defines human rights as “a common standard of achievement for all peoples
and all nations (Ibid).” The preamble to the UDHR obliges “every individual
and every organ of society to strive to … promote and respect these rights and
freedoms”(ibid). It is also underlined that “everyone has duties to the community
in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible (ibid).”
This paper adopts the broad definition of human rights as a normative framework to guide
individual behaviour. It therefore draws from the concept of “ubuntu” loosely translated to
mean humanness and encompassing values of respect for the human person, responsibility and
compassion towards one another, participation, tolerance and collective unity among others
(South African Human Rights Commission (2006); Cornell and van Marle (2005); Mokgoro
(1998); An-Na’im and Deng (1990).
1.3.2. Culture
Reference to culture is most routinely used to mean artistic expressions or its cultural products,
such as literature, music, dance, arts, sculpture, theatre, film and sports (Blair Commission on
Africa 2005: 114). However, culture is a “way of life, encapsulating a people’s identity and
wisdom (Mutua 2002: 19). As substantiated by the Blair Commission (Blair Commission
2005:114):
[C] Culture is also about shared patterns of identity, symbolic meaning, aspirations
and about relationships between individuals and groups within a society. Culture
is also about the relationship between ideas and perspectives about self-respect
and a sense of security, about how individuals are socialised and values are formed
and transmitted. It is also deeply intertwined with structures of power and wealth.
What it is not - contrary to the views of some - is an expression of unchanging
tradition. … Culture is both dynamic and reactive, it both influences economic and
political conditions and is influenced by them.
1
Encyclopedia Britannica http:www.britannica.com/EBchkecked/topic/275840/human-rights;
2
www.ohchr.og/EN/issues/Pages/WhatareHumanRights.aspx;
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Similarly, the Human Rights Council defines culture as: (Human Rights Council, 2007:8)
A set of shared spiritual, material, intellectual and emotions features of human
experience that is created and constructed within social praxis. As such, culture is
intimately connected with the diverse ways in which social groups produce their
daily existence economically, socially, and politically. It therefore embraces both
commonly held meaning that allow for the continuation of everyday practices as
well as competing meanings that galvanise change over time.
The term cultural transformation refers to “the dynamics of change as internal
processes of societal adaptations by a variety of actors in response to a wide
range of stimuli at different levels, rather than simply the product of internal
hegemony or external impositions” (An-Na’im and Hammond 2002:13).
The process of cultural transformation therefore is not experienced in the same
way by an entire social group. Rather, it varies according to men’s and women’s
experiences, as conditioned by the differences in gender, age, social status and
power.
1.3.3. Informal Justice Systems (IJS)
IJS commonly known as traditional or non-state justice systems are broadly
defined as mechanisms for dispute resolution that are not a part of a state’s
formal judiciary (Wojkowska 2006); UNDP 2009). IJS encompass the resolution
of disputes and the regulation of conduct by adjudication or the assistance
of a neutral third party that is not a part of the judiciary as established by
law and/or whose substantive, procedural or structural foundation is not
primarily based on statutory law (UNDP, 2009).
DANIDA categorizes IJS into three broad categories, namely; (DANIDA, 2010):
i.

Traditional, indigenous, customary and religious systems that have
existed since pre-colonial times and are normally conducted by hereditary,
cultural and religious authorities.

ii.

‘Semi-formal systems which are normally created or endorsed by the state
and are integrated into the formal justice system but apply customary
norms, such as the Local Council Courts (LCC).

iii.

‘Alternative community-based systems’ which may be initiated by the state
or Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and mostly draw on positive
community norms, which are adapted to human rights standards and use
modern alternative dispute resolution procedures, such as negotiation
and mediation. The Bataka court model initiated by World Voices Uganda
falls under this category

There is no one size fits all approach to IJS. IJS are complex and deeply
varied according to the contextual realities but generally embody the following
characteristics (Ricken 2012):

8
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a) The topics dealt with depend upon the needs of the communities they
serve;
b) The procedures are typically oral, flexible and simple where parties and
their witnesses are heard and the leader of the IJS makes a decision on
an outcome.
c) Standards of proof are often based on integrity;
d) The compliance of their decisions are based on the consent of the parties to
respect the outcome and at times social pressure of those who transcribe
to it.
e) The common result is a restorative one involving compensation or
conciliatory gestures, such as mutual apologies, criticism of both parties
or airing of underlying hostility.(ibid)
The following informal justice mechanism were found operation in the
geographical area of study. The Local Council (LC) Courts, the Bataka Courts,
the Traditional Cultural Courts of Toro and Bunyoro, the religious courts, the
Refugee Welfare Council and the Office of the Resident District Commissioner
(RDC). While the existence of the trade related courts such as Boda-boda and
Taxi Associations courts, these were not interrogated by this study.
1.4.

METHODOLOGY

The assessment is being conducted under the project ‘Enhancing access to
justice for poor and most vulnerable persons in the Albertine and Rwenzori
Regions (EAJPA)’ funded by the Democratic Governance Facility (DGF). It
focussed in the districts of; Kyegegwa, Kibaale, Kyenjojo, Kakumiro and Kagadi.
The research proceeded with a literature review of the organizational reports,
the Bataka Court Model Handbook and the Bataka Operational Manual, the
international human rights instruments and the Uganda’s legal and policy
frameworks to gain a broad understanding of the issues, shape the key research
questions and map out the critical areas of attention in capacity assessment.
Each of the interviews broadly addressed the following questions on the IJS:
How they work, who is involved, what they do, their opinion on impact of the
informal justice systems and how they can be improved among others.
The respondents included both the implementers and the users of the IJS.
1. Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were held with the BC Committees, The BC
users, host communities of refugees camps, Legal aid service providers, Civil
Society Organizations(CSOs), communities affected by the infrastructure
development in the Albertine region. The FGDs enabled the consultants
to get a holistic understanding of the operations of the IJS. Each
respondent was prompted to offer their own opinion and to give the
reasons for it in order to gain better understanding of the nuances
raised, and in some instances harmonise the position. In so doing,
the FGDs enable the participants themselves to reflect and appreciate
World Voices Uganda August 2020 Report
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each other’s views, and to gain a holistic understanding of the issues
being discussed. Further, the members validated each other’s responses.
In-depth interviews were held with the Justice, Law and Order Sector (JLOS)
actors, namely; the police, the judiciary, the prisons, community opinion
leaders and religious leaders of different denominations and other notable
opinion leaders in the community. These in-depth interviews provided an
understanding of the general access to justice issues in the geographical area
and their insights about the uniqueness of each IJS.
2. Two dissemination and validation workshops were held at both the local level3
and national levels.4 In so doing, the validation workshops authenticated
the draft reports and provided clarity and nuances of the research findings as
well as made suggestions for improvement. The purpose of the dissemination
was to take back the information to the respondents and to validate the
extent to which it articulated their views and mirrors the reality.
1.5.

REPORT OUTLINE

The report is structured as follows; Having provided a general introduction
of the paper the following part discusses the international, regional and
constitutional mechanisms upon which the due process of the IJS is assessed.
However, given the diversity of the existing informal justice mechanisms and
the different legal regimes under which they fall, the detailed discussion of each
of the IJS will be preceded with the outline of the applicable law, followed by the
assessment of the practice highlighting the capacity gaps, limitations, challenges,
strengths and good practices. Lastly, the conclusion offers recommendations
for improvements.
The review of the IJS will begin with the LCC because of its formal legal
establishment. Second, it analyses the BC model because it is the most prevalent
and active in the area of study. It is followed by the cultural and religious courts,
the RWC and lastly the office of the Resident District Commissioner (RDC).
3

Local Dissemination Workshop, Baseline Mapping of Justice Needs And Existing Access To Justice Structures
In The Delivery Of Access To Justice and Capacity Assessment of the Informal Justice Mechanisms’ Adherence to the
International Human Rights Standards, Kakumiro District, 22nd November 2019

4

National Dissemination Workshop, Kampala, Baseline Mapping Of Justice Needs And Existing Access To
Justice Structures In The Delivery Of Access To Justice and Capacity Assessment of the Informal Justice Mechanisms’
Adherence to the International Human Rights Standards, Kampala, 20th October 2019
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II: LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON INFORMAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS
AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS STANDARDS
2.1.

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK

This section discusses the international human rights standards that relate to
informal justice systems that will be used to assess the practices of IJS. These
include the right to equality, the right to due process encompassing the right
to fair trial and to an effective remedy and lastly the right to culture given the
reliance of the IJS on positive cultural norms.
2.1.1. Right to Equality
Human rights are inherent and universal as “those rights which are inherent
by the mere fact of being a human being, (Sepulveda 2004: p.6). They are
inalienable and equally apply to all persons. The principle of equality provides
that all human beings are equal in dignity and rights as well as must be accorded
equal protection under the law.
The right to equality is guaranteed under Art 2 and 3 of the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (IESCR), Art 2, 3 and 26 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the Convention
of the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
and Art 1 and 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). It is
reiterated in the arts 2, 3, 18 and 28 of the of the African Charter on Human
and People’s Rights (ACHPR), the Protocol on the Rights of Women 2003 (The
Maputo Protocol) and the African Children’s Charter (1990).
2.1.2. Due Process
The right to due process includes the right to fair trial and the right to an effective
remedy. The right to fair trial is provided for under the ICCPR Art 14 and 15;
UDHR Art 10. The UN has developed the Basic Principles on the Independence
of the Judiciary of 1985 and General Comment 32 on Fair Trial which replaced
General Comment 13. Consequently, the concept of due process entails the
“right to be treated fairly, efficiently and effectively by the administration of
justice by formal courts of justice. (Sepulveda 2004: 187). Fair trial includes
institutional safeguards such as the protection of the rule of law and an
independent and impartial judiciary. It also includes procedural safeguards such
as public hearing and pronouncement of judgement, presumption of innocence,
equality of arms inferring that each of the parties must procedurally be treated
in the same manner; presumption of innocence, freedom for compulsory selfincrimination, the right to know the accusation, adequate time and facilities to
prepare a defence among others.
While the right to fair trial is expected to be overseen by courts of law, international
Human rights standards recognize the importance of incorporation of and/or
respect for traditional cultural norms and practices which includes traditional
forms of justice. However, such norms and practices are expected to be in
World Voices Uganda August 2020 Report
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consonance with and promote international human rights norms and standards,
particularly for marginalized groups such as women, children or minorities to
obtain access to justice, equal treatment and fair trial (UNDP 2012).

General Comment 18 prohibits any discrimination and underlies the equality
before the law and equal protection of the law.
General Comment No. 32 on Right to equality before courts and tribunals and
to a fair trial (2007:24) clarified the obligations are the same whenever a state
entrusts a judicial body with a judicial task (Para 7), which includes the IJS.
Further any tribunal must be independent of the executive and legislature
(para 18). Nonetheless, the state remains the main duty bearer to protect the
human rights affected by the operations of customary and religious courts. In
other words, the legitimacy of the informal justice systems under international
law is determined by their commitment to apply human rights principles in
conducting their work.
General Comment No. 28 on Equality of Rights of Men and Women, acknowledges
that women’s inequality is embedded in tradition, history, culture and religious
institutions (para5) and the intertwined discrimination of women with other
grounds (para 30). States are obliged to protect women from discrimination in
both public and private spaces (para 31).
General Recommendation No. 33 on Women’s Access to Justice (2015) defines
the scope of the right to access to justice to include plural justice systems. The
term “plural justice systems” is defined to refer to the coexistence within a State
party of State laws, regulations, procedures and decisions on the one hand, and
religious, customary, indigenous or community laws and practices on the other.
It adds that religious, customary, indigenous and community justice systems —
(referred to as traditional justice systems) in the present general recommendation
— may be formally recognized by the State, operate with the acquiescence of
the State, with or without any explicit status, or function outside of the State’s
regulatory framework.
The Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse
of Power 1985, (Resolution 40/34 of 29) recognizes utilization of informal
mechanisms for the resolution of disputes, including mediation, arbitration
and customary justice or indigenous practices, where appropriate to facilitate
conciliation and redress for victims. Informal justice systems are not exempt
from compliance with the international standards. Principles and Guidelines
on the Right to a Fair Trial and Legal Assistance in Africa (2003) (African
Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights) requires that traditional courts,
where they exist, to respect international standards on the right to a fair trial.
The Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Group
acknowledges that informal justice mechanisms, when in accordance with
international human rights law, play a positive role in dispute resolution, and that
everyone, particularly women and those belonging to vulnerable groups, should
enjoy full and equal access to these justice mechanisms (General Assembly
12
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Resolution 67/1, 2012).
At the continental level, the right to fair trial is provided for under Art 7 and
26 African Charter on Human and People’s Rights (ACHPR). These rights are
elaborated on under the Principles and Guidelines on the Rights to Fair Trial and
Legal Assistance in Africa (2003), which recognise the traditional courts (section
Q). Traditional courts are required to respect human rights standards, ensure
equality of persons without distinction, respect of the inherent dignity of each
person, the right to liberty and security, equality of sexes, adequate opportunity
to prepare a case, assistance of interpreters, decisions solely based on evidence
before a court, determination without undue delay and public hearing (para Q
b). Further, it provides for the guarantee of the independence of the traditional
courts from the executive branch and prohibits unlawful interference (para Qc).
States are further obliged to ensure the impartiality of the traditional courts
by not exerting restrictions, improper influence, inducement, pressure, threats
or any interference. It also provides for procedures for complaints against
indiscipline of the IJS officials.
In Africa, the IJS play a positive role in dispute resolution, particularly for
vulnerable groups such as women and children (UNDP 2012). Despite being
outside the formal court systems some IJS have institutional procedure and
legitimacy. Further, although they may not operate through conventional state
structures, IJS may be guided by some form of what is fair and just depending
on the common tenets of customary, religious or personal laws (DANIDA 2010).
2.1.3. Right to Culture
The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights recognises
the rights to take part in cultural life (Art 15(2). It is the individual’s right to
decide and choose whether or not to exercise the right to take part in cultural
life as an individual or in association with others.
Likewise, at the international level, Art 5 of CEDAW obliges state to “modify the
social cultural patterns of conduct of men and women with a view to achieving
the elimination of prejudices and customary and all other practices which are
based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on
stereotypes roles of women and men.”
The Committee on the Economic Social and Cultural Rights in General Comment
No. 21 on the Right of everyone to take part in cultural life (2009) characterizes
the right to take part in cultural life as a freedom. It obliges the State to abstain
from interfering with the exercise of cultural practices as well as undertake
positive action by ensuring preconditions for participation, facilitation and
promotion of cultural life, and access to and preservation of cultural goods.
One of the unique contributions of the African Charter is that it promotes
“positive cultural values … in a spirit of tolerance, dialogue, consultations
to contribute to the promotion of the moral well-being of society under Art
29(7). The Protocol on Women—popularly referred to as the Maputo Protocol—
in its Preamble and Art 17 provides that women should be consulted about
the content of the cultural norms that are to operate within their societies.
World Voices Uganda August 2020 Report
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Furthermore, the Protocol on Women unequivocally calls for the preservation
of African cultures that are positive and based on principles of equality, peace,
freedom, dignity, justice, solidarity and democracy (ibid). Hence it validates
“Africa women’s agency in challenging culture as a concept of power, authority
and reshaping of society” (Tamale 2007:159).
2.2.

THE NATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The 1995 Constitution provides for a full bill of rights under chapter four deriving
from international human rights instruments. Progressively for the first time
in Uganda’s constitutional history under Art 21 prohibits discrimination on the
grounds of sex.
The right to fair hearing is provided for under Art 28. In the administration of justice, the
constitution reaffirms that “judicial power is derived from the people,” and the administration of
justice shall be in conformity with the “law, values, norms and aspirations of the people under
Art 126(1). Furthermore, it obliges that technicalities should not be used to frustrate substantive
justice. In Uganda customary law is part of the formal justice system. Under the Judicature
Act, (Chapter 13 of the Laws of Uganda), the High Court has the right to observe or enforce the
observance of any “existing custom, which is not repugnant to natural justice, equity and good
conscience and not incompatible either directly or by necessary implication with any written
law.” However, parties can expressly opt out of customary law under section 15 (2).
Culture is recognized as one of the mechanisms of enhancing the dignity and
well-being of the person. The National Objectives and Directive Principles of
State Policy, XXIV outline the Cultural objectives. Accordingly, “cultural and
customary values which are consistent with fundamental rights and freedoms,
human dignity, democracy and with the Constitution may be developed and
incorporated in aspects of Ugandan life.” Furthermore, the state commits itself
to “promote and preserve those cultural values and practices which enhance the
dignity and well-being of Ugandans.” Significantly, the Bill of Rights recognizes
the right to culture under art 37. It provides that “every person has a right
as applicable to belong to, enjoy, practise, profess, maintain and promote any
culture, cultural institution, language, tradition, creed or religion in community
with others.” Art 2(2) renders any law or any custom which is inconsistent
with the constitution invalid. Likewise, Art 33 (6) prohibits any laws, cultures,
customs or traditions which are against the dignity, welfare or interest of women
or which undermine their status. Similarly, the Children’s Act prohibits any
customary practice that is harmful to the health of a child Children Act 1996
s7). Hence, given that human rights are universal, it is expected that culture
would be modified to be in consonance with human rights principles.
The place of culture and customary law was extensively discussed in main
judgement by Justice S.B.K Kavuma in the case of Mifumi and 12 Others v.
Attorney General and Kenneth Kakuru,5 which reasoning was adopted in the
Supreme Court decision in 2015.6 Traditionally courts required strict proof of
culture such that even African judges could not rely on their own knowledge of
the customary law because it is oral and liable to different interpretation (ibid
at 18) However, in in Ernest Kinyanjui Kimani v. Muiru Gikango and Another7
5

Constitutional Petition No 12/07

6

Mifumi Co Ltd vs Ag, Supreme court Constitutional Appeal # 2 of 2014:11-17

7

1965 E.A, 735:
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a more liberal approach was adopted in that, if the particular customary law
has been the subject of a previous judicial decision or where the customary
law is set out in the book or document of reference it requires no further proof.
Similarly, in Kigozi v. Njuki8 it was held that where justice is administered by
the high officials and Chiefs who are themselves familiar with the customs, no
evidence or strict proof of the custom is necessary. Justice Kavuma has argued
that, 56 (b) of the Evidence Act refers to “laws” which includes written and
unwritten laws such as common law, customary law, Order in Councils and
the Statutory Instruments of Subsidiary Legislation (ibid : 34). Significantly
he contended that Art 126(1) of the Constitution, which provides that “judicial
power... shall be exercised in conformity with law and with the values, norms
and aspirations of the people,” elevated customary law from the inferior position
the colonial judiciary had apparently relegated it to compared to other laws
(opcit Note 3 at 38). He also underscored the point that “no other law (is) more
legitimately applicable in Uganda than the various indigenous Customary Laws
that were in place in the country before the advent of colonialism (ibid at 38-39).
From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that the construction of culture and customary law
cannot be ignored by human rights activists if we are to significantly expand the protection of
marginalised groups, particularly women’s and children’s rights.
8

1943 6 ULR 113,
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III: THE LOCAL COUNCIL COURTS (LCC) AND COMPLIANCE
WITH HUMAN RIGHTS STANDARDS
This chapter discusses the functioning of the informal justice systems. It
begins with the legal and policy framework applied to each of the informal
justice system, followed by the critique of the practice.
3.1.

ESTABLISHMENT

Article 129 of the 1995 Constitution allows Local Council (LC) Courts to
operate at the sub-county, parish and village levels, which courts tend to rely
on common sense influenced by their cultures. Under the Children Statute
1996 (Cap 59), the Local Council courts have the authority to offer remedies
generally associated with the traditional justice systems, such as reconciliation,
compensation, restitution, and apology (s.10). Furthermore, the Land Act of
1998 recognises the role of elders in supervising customary land and mediation
in land disputes at the LCII level. Elders are commonly consulted in land
disputes because they know the ancestral boundaries (Refugee Law Project,
2007: 14 & 22).
The Local Council Courts Act 2006, established the Local Council Courts (LCCs)
right from the village, parish and sub-county levels or town divisions (s3). They
play a dual role as executive officers of Local Council Committees and (quasi)
judicial officers of LCCs.
The LCC are semi-informal courts. They are formal because they are established
by law and supervised by the formal courts of law such as the Chief Magistrate
Court or High Court depending on the matter at hand (s.40). Appeals from
the highest of the LC Committees, sub-county lie to the Chief Magistrate in
cases involving a substantial question of law and those that appear to have
caused a substantial miscarriage of justice lie to the High Court (s.32). LCC
are informal in that they are run by lay people and not legal profession. They
basically apply cultural-social norms that resonate with justice. LCCs are not
fully regulated by written rules of procedure and therefore operate in a context
where discretion and customary law apply (s.10).
3.2.

JURISDICTION

The LCC have jurisdiction in all civil matters in their territorial area (s.9). These
include debts, contracts, assault or assault and battery, conversion, damage to
property and trespass (Second Schedule); Matters governed only by customary
law, such as customary land, marriage, marital status, separation, divorce or the
parentage of children; disputes relating to the identity of a customary heir and
Customary bailment (Third Schedule); and matters arising out of infringement
of their bye-laws. They are the first courts of instance on matter affecting
children (Children Act 1996). LCC are legally mandated to provide reliefs such
as reconciliation, compensation, declaration, restitution, costs and apology.
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LCC’s jurisdiction over land matters is contentious. On the one hand, the 1998
Land Act granted all LCC starting at the village level jurisdiction to hear cases
of land matters as courts of first instance (s.76A). On the other hand, courts
have held that LCII Courts no longer have jurisdiction in land matters as courts
of first instance
because the LCC 2006 repealed their jurisdiction.9 However, the Court of
Appeal10 upheld that the Parish or Ward Executive Committee court has original
Jurisdiction in land matters.
Clearly, LCCs still retain wide discretion and potential to play a significant
role in improving access to justice. In practice, their role in the context of the
5 districts of Kibaale, Kagadi, Kakumiro, Kyegegwa and Kyenjojo was largely
lacklustre. This primarily because the LCC at the village level were not formally
constituted up and till 2018 because of lack of elections. At the time of the
research the last quarter of 2019, there was hardly evidence that the LCC at the
village and parish level were operational. Rather the cases are referred to the
formal justice system, the BC or the Police.
3.3.

LIMITATIONS OF THE LCCs

3.3.1.

Weak Judicial Competence

Formal courts are required to be run by competent judicial officers. However,
the LCC Act does not stipulate any academic qualifications for the executive
committee members. The only eligibility criteria are residence in the area in
which the court operates, good moral conduct, ability to speak the commonly
used language in the area, and not being a member of parliament or local
council (s.5). Clearly, these relate to the candidate’s personality and moral
integrity more than to the ability of the candidate to determine cases.
A Police officer decried the quality of the LC’s. “Can you imagine they elected
a distant casual labourer who works in Gayaza as their LC village Chair. When
you ask them why, they say, he is a good person (muntu mulungi). Compared
to the Bataka, the LC1 command less respect and are less useful, because
they drink malwa together.11
The LCs are more visible in their political governance role but not as a court.
Many formal processes such as opening bank accounts, securing loans and
passports require proof of residence, which in most cases is a stamped letter
of recommendation from the LC1. Further, the most visible person of the LCC
was the Chairperson. The Chairpersons mobilise the communities and at times
they are co-opted into the Bataka Courts (BC).
In the dispensing of justice is was found that LC3 are swayed by political
considerations. For example, the Police recalled a case in Kakumiro where local
youth grabbed an old man’s land for a football pitch. The LC3 Chairperson sided
with the youth, yet he was aware of the truth. When the Police questioned his
9
Mutonyi Margaret Wakyala v Tito Wakyala, High Court Civil Revision No. 8 of 2011; Busingye Jamiya versus Mwebaze Abdu and another, High Court (Civil Revision No.033 of 2011;
10

Nalongo Burashe Vs Kekitiibwa Mangadalena, Civil Appeal No 89 of 2011

11

In-depth Interview, Advocate, Kibaale District, 25th September 2019.
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actions he simply responded: My colleague, you know, those are my voters and
that is how I pass through (“Munange naffe bwetutyo bwetuyitilamu).”12 In other
words, it is likely that a poor person’s rights will be sacrificed for political gain.
Likewise, the Kakumiro District Speaker affirmed: “For us we are politicians.
… Some of us are ignorant of the law. … World Voices Uganda has helped
for establishing the BC. They are doing a good job (National Dissemination
Workshop op-cit Note 2)”
Equally the police observed that the LC are quite ignorant of their roles: “LCs
do not know anything. At times they extort confessions. They also collude with
the money lenders to enter into verbal agreements which end up being written
as sale agreements. “They are a headache… They support parties without fact
(ibid).
It is noteworthy that an LC1 Chairperson in Busasii attested that he resented
being called to Police to give evidence. “Parties tend to say different things at
the Police. Then the Police calls you to explain what happened. Then the thief
complains, Chairman you are against me.”
Further, LCs were generally castigated for intermeddling in the cases outside
their mandate. A common assertion was that LCs were mediating and settling
cases of defilement without referring them to the police.13 The PSWO Kakumiro
alleged that LC have put a monetary value on defilement (Local Dissemination
Workshop, op-cit note 1). She recommended sensitization of children in schools
because children are more willing to confide in their teachers to seek justice.
Similarly, a Magistrate in Kibaale observed the LCs at time overstep their
boundaries that waste litigants’ times in land disputes instead of proceeding
directly to the Grade 1 Courts.14
3.3.2.

Costliness

The fees structure of the LCCs is a deterrent for access to justice for the poor.
The LCC Regulations, 2007 provide for several fees to be paid by users of the
LCCs. For example, the fees payable for disputes relating to customary land
and damage to property are UGX 1,500 (Ugandan Shillings One Thousand
Five hundred), while the fees for breach of contract are UGX 3,000/= (Uganda
shillings three thousand only).15 While the LCC have the discretion under special
circumstances to exempt a person from paying the fees where the claimant is
unable to,16 there was no evidence that this was done.
On the one hand, keeping the court fees low widens access to the Courts. On
the other hand, in the absence of sufficient state funding, it compromises the
proper functioning of the courts. In order to keep the courts functioning, some
LCCs have on their own accord charged higher fees beyond what is prescribed
12
In-depth Interview Criminal Investigation Department Officer, Kakumiro District, 27th September 2019.
13
FGD, Civil Society Organisations (CSO) Service Providers, 25th September 2019.
14

In-depth Interview, Magistrate, Kibale, 26th September 2019

15
Regulation 65 and the Third Schedule of the LCC Regulations, 2007. In respect of a dispute relating to the breach of contract or debt their limit is 2 million shillings.
16
18

Regulation 65 (2) Local Council Courts Regulations, 2007
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in the law.17 For example, an LC 1 Chairperson in Kagadi boasted that “For
me, I ask for 10,000 before I can write down anything.” It is noteworthy that
this fee supersedes the prescribed amounts. Thus, the most indigent are kept
away from pursuing justice from these LCC. As decried by the LC 3 Chairman,
“How can you charge money for someone who walks 40 kilometres because they
cannot afford the transport costs of 2,000.18”
At the local dissemination workshop the LC were criticized for monetising justice
and being more motivated by fleecing the public. The Chief Administration
Officer reflected: “How do you put a hyena to guard the sheep. How do you elect
an irresponsible and idle person in a voluntary position? Of course, they are there
to make money. Can you imagine that they ask school children for ten thousand
shillings (Ugx 10,000) to get a stamped letter?”(Opcit note 1) The community
members complained that LCC ask for a lot of money to replant boundaries.
Further that, LCC solicit bribes: “Give us a stone so that the papers are not
taken by the wind.” Another commented: “We were only given a title. We were
given nothing to do the work.”19
In defence of the practice of asking for extra-legal fees, an LC official claimed
that it is the public which believes that have to pay money. A case of a fight
between two drunken men was cited where one sought the LC intervention
asking for how much to pay to be assisted: “How much money do you want
to come and help me (Sente meka ojje onyambe?” In justification of the fees,
another LC 1 Chairman asked: “How do you walk for free to visit a land site,
without any salary?”20
3.3.3.

Poor Information Management and Record Keeping

LCCs lack a functional information management system which causes delays
in appeal process. Lack of stationery, weak knowledge of jurisdictional matters
and inaccessibility to key legislative and other references compound the poor
documentation of the LCC proceedings, further hampering the administration
of justice. Indeed, although the LC 3 are supervised by the Chief Magistrate
Court, a court official observed that a scan through the LC records, revealed
that some do not know how to write. Often LCCs write less than three short
sentences opinions, but not judgements.
In conclusion, the LCCs are mechanisms through which decentralization of the
administration of justice can be advanced to meet the justice needs of rural
communities. However, the LCC require comprehensive training in basic tenets
of the law, human rights as well as social justice issues and facilitation in order
to dispense with their judicial function.

17

Review of The Outcomes and Impact of the Local Access to Justice Component, UNDP Final Report,
September 2015

18
In-depth Interview LC3 Chairperson, 23rd September 2019, Kagadi
19
FGD users of the Bataka court and Bataka court officials in Rutete, 24th September 2019,
Kagadi District.
20
FGD, Local council chairpersons and Bataka court officials in Kyaterekera, September,
rd
23 2019, Kagadi District.
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IV: THE CASE STUDY ON THE BATAKA COURTS MODEL (BCM)
AND ITS COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL HUMAN
RIGHTS STANDARDS
4.1.

INTRODUCTION

This Chapter analyses the practice of the BCM including how it was constituted,
composition, mandate, competence, mandate and procedures highlighting their
cost-free nature, procedural simplicity, fairness and equality or arms, open and
participatory nature, enforcement of its judgement, its impact, challenges and
areas of improvement. It evaluates the extent to which the theory is applied to the
practice and their compliance with the international human rights standards.
The BC is a community-based informal justice service delivery model that
was piloted and adopted by the communities of Ruteete and Kyaterekera
sub-counties in Kibaale District (now Kagadi district) to enhance access to
justice for the poor (BC Handbook 2016:6). It was initiated by World Voices
Uganda (WVU) with the support of Development Research and Training (DRT)
and Overseas Development Institute (ODI) under the funding of DFID-GTF
Mwanaichi Programme (BC Handbook YEAR:4). It mirrors the pre-colonial
justice systems.
The relationship between the LCC and the BC is informal based on need and
complementarity. Initially, the LC did not welcome the BC and deemed it a
duplication of efforts as well as a competition for power and resources. Indeed,
the BC fills the void of non-performing LCC. In a few cases some members
belong to both the LCs and the BC. Further, given that the chairpersons
are instrumental in effecting service of BC summons and mobilising for the
attendance of concerned persons in the court (ibid), they are usually part of the
BC hearing process. Further, when present at the hearing, they are usually
given the first opportunity to air their views or ask questions.
4.2.

COMPOSITION

The BC literally mean ‘ordinary citizens’ courts. It is a citizens’ led and driven
model that is facilitated by a panel of 7 elders of high social repute to dispense
justice and resolve community conflicts. The elders are selected by the
community on the basis of integrity, no criminal record, being respected by
the community and willingness to volunteers. A youth is included and serves
as the secretary to the BC. The BCs serve as community justice inception
centres and therefore are the first line of intervention for access to justice to the
ordinary citizens (World Voices Uganda 2018)
4.3.

SUPPORT

In terms of logistical support, the BCs are provided with gumboots, raincoats
and stationery. They also receive regular capacity building and briefing sessions
from the Justice Law and Order Sector (JLOS) actors in the region, including
the Chief Magistrate, the Probation and Social Welfare Officer, the Family and
20
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Children Desk of the Police, Resident State Attorney, to familiarise them with
the legal and regulatory framework thus improving their capacity to make
proper referrals.21
The BC also regularly attend court sessions for practical
orientation.

Members of Kentomi Bataka court after receiving logistical support from World Voices Uganda

4.4.

MANDATE

The BC jurisdiction is limited to only civil cases. Asked how they determine civil
cases, one member explained: “For us when there is blood, we do not touch such
a case. We report it to the police.” Most of the cases that come to the BC include
theft of food stuff, household items and animals, land boundary disputes,
cases of non-payment of debts, domestic violence, maintenance of children and
neighbours’ disagreements among others (Opcit Note 18). In criminal cases the
BC provides vital information such as details about the suspects, assists with
the arrests and the return of stolen property. The BC sits every Monday from
Mid-day to discuss its affairs.
4.5.

PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS

4.5.1.

Accessibility/Free

In the districts of study, poverty is a major inhibitor of access to justice. The
BC are first choice for the poor in society as compared to the formal courts and
the LCC because they do not ask for money for their services (opcit Note 18).
Being free they make justice more accessible to the poor. The BC explained
that “money frustrates justice by influencing the functioning of courts (Esente
ziita omusango), because there is no money expected the case moves faster
because there is no vested interest in delaying it or concocting evidence to induce
21

In-depth Interview Legal Officers, World Voices, 25th September 2019, Kibaale
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bribes (ibid).”
In assessing their voluntary service, the BC affirmed that they are happy (ibid):
They explained:
• People respect us and believe in us;
• We solve problem early enough before people kill each other;
• We are helping those without money; The reporting fee (Mpanbi) can be a
road block to justice;
• I have learnt to be patient,
• The BC has also helped me. My neighbour was taking my land, BC decided
he was wrong. He went to court. … The court decided he was wrong. The
court agreed with the BC.
In effect although no monetary gain is made, the elders feel a sense of worth as
active citizens.
4.5.2.

Reporting and Sitting

Any member of the community can report a case to any member of the panel of
elders that constitute the BC. Each reported case is documented. On reporting
the case, the contacted elder notifies the Secretary for purposes of recording
the complaint in the register (ibid). The elders invite the community members
using word of mouth, the telephone helplines or through the LC Chairperson.
The community members agree on a central place where to meet to resolve the
case. In practice, the meeting is held at the residence of the person to whom the
dispute is first reported to or any other central place agreed to by the parties.

Nyabutanzi Bataka court resolving a family related matter before some community
members in Nyabutanzi, Kagadi
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4.5.3.

Rotational Chairing of BC Sessions

The particular session is chaired by the elder (mutaka) to whom the case was
reported to. The chairing of the BC is rotational dependent on who receives
the case first. Each member of the panel of elders chairs his or her session if
the case originated from him/her which prevents the concentration of power
in one individual. Further it shields the BC from undue influence from the
parties who may seek to manipulate the process. On the other hand, it also
runs the danger of being influenced by the chairperson of the court who is the
same person who registers’ the case. This is likely to affect the impartiality of
the Chairperson. Justice before an impartial tribunal is a fundamental human
right.
4.5.4.

Open Procedures and Public Participation

Court sessions are held in an open space with the full participation of community
members. During the session, the panel of elders select someone to keep peace
and decorum. The BC is characterized by procedure simplicity that enables
those present to follow the proceedings. The parties are not spectators in the
BC dispute resolution process. Testimonies are given in the local language so
that all present can understand what is going on. Kagadi being a multi-ethnic
community, at times an interpreter is selected amongst the members present
to translate or interpret for the rest of the members. The parties are allowed
to present their witnesses. Thereafter the community members are given an
opportunity to ask questions, seek clarification, offer vital information relevant
to the dispute or simply airing their views on how the case should be decided.
An inquisitional approach instead of an adversarial approach characterised by
cross-examination are used. The BC are the last to ask questions or make a
contribution. They mostly listen to the congregation and intervene last.

Mairirwe Bataka court handling a matter in Kurukuru B, Koranya, Mpeefu, Kagadi
District.
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In contrast, the formal process is in English. A youth was suspicious of the
interpreters: “When you do not know English you look like a fool in court. The
interpreter is not your friend. You do not know the interpreter. But you just meet
them in court and do not trust them. So they can easily confuse you once you do
not know English. “(Atamanyire Lujungu bamuvuluga) (opcit note 17).
Cases that are personal or confidential in nature are handled in closed session
by selected members of the panel and without the community.
4.5.5.

Fairness/ Equality of Arms

The rules of evidence exhibit equality of arms. In ensuring fairness, all parties
to the dispute must be given equal treatment in terms of equal amount of
time and opportunities to make their case. Asked how they assess fairness,
the FDG of BC responded: “The general secretary reads the statement which is
discussed. “Everyone says what they want to say and each of the parties asks
the other questions (Opcit note 18).” The chairperson asks whether or not the
parties have understood what is going on. Each party is directly asked: “Have
you been treated fairly? (ibid).” Evidence is required to be backed by witnesses;
who must be present at the court session.
4.5.6.

Visit of Locus

At times, the Bataka visit the place of dispute to undertake independent
verifications of the evidence and seek more information from the neighbours or
other concerned persons before they reach a decision (ibid). The site visits are
conducted by two to three persons who compare notes on the same evidence.
Importantly, the BC sits within the proximity of the location of the dispute,
making it easy of those with interest in the matter to participate in the case. As
a good practice, formal courts have made it routine to visit the locus other than
conclusively relying on the evidence brought before them.
4.6. DECISION MAKING

4.6.1.

Truth and Common Sense in Decision Making

The BC handle matters expeditiously because they are devoid of technicalities
and go straight to the issues in dispute. The BC apply the truth, common sense
and basic notions of natural justice in making their decisions (ibid). “We work
on basic truths in making our decisions. Lies are bad.” Community members
attested to finding the formal justice system complex and technical and unable
to serve their justice needs as compared to the understandable justice under
the BC (op cit note 16). An LC member observed that the inability to defend
themselves during the formal court process contributes to the community
frustration that they become emotional and at times insult the magistrate.
Likewise, an elder (mutaka) observed: “I enjoy visiting court to listen and learn.
But in court, everybody keeps quite. You just watch people talking (ibid)”
Evidently, a deep understanding of the law is not a prerequisite for the BC
decide common disputes. Put differently, once facts are established the case is
solved. A “mutaka” explained: “Selling off beans that belong to your wife and
24
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beating her when she asks for the money does not require one to be an expert in
law (ibid).”
In sum the BC offer speedy and fair justice to the poor and vulnerable
communities as required under the international standards. The procedural
simplicity is appropriate for the illiterate and poor. Sophistication of the process
by legal rules may be diversionary and defeat the whole purpose of the model.
Nonetheless, supporting the Bataka to appreciate how human rights principles
manifest themselves in their own cultural and social practices would further
enhance their confidence in resolving disputes.
4.6.2.

Consensus Decision Making

After about three weeks of deliberations by the Bataka, the final decision is
taken by the consensus of the panel of seven elders. It is noteworthy that the
BC at Kyaterekera noted that in their eight years of existence they have not had
any situation where court members disagree amongst themselves (ibid).
On the other hand, diversity of opinions is a critical element of justice in that it
is useful to encourage the panel the liberty to dissent on principle. Diversity of
opinions can be a foundation of novel thinking that expands justice.
The decision is written down in the language the parties understand. The person
who reports and the one who was reported would have to agree to the decision
taken. Both parties to the dispute sign a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) and the panel members as witnesses. The Bataka court in Kyaterekera
had a surprising rate of success that they have never witnessed a case of a party
refusing to sign the decision. The signing of the MoU signified the willingness
to be bound by it.
4.7.

REMEDIES

The BC sits as a civil court and awards civil remedies. The common remedies
issued by the BCM are public apology, community service, such as working on
a community facility by among others, clearing a road, water source or school,
compensation for victims of wrongs, restitution, simple refund, recovery of debt
and property and compensation (Bataka Court Model Handbook, 2012).
Significant successes have been registered where the BC restored the aggrieved
party to the land. In Ruteete where X had sold land to Y and later had utilized
the land for a period of over 10 years. Subsequent on death, the children of X
claimed the land and forcefully took possession of it. The BC intervened, heard
the evidence and visited the locus twice and confirmed that X had indeed sold
the land. The BC made a decision confirming that the land belonged to Y and
X’s children had no claim to it. The BC asked the children to leave the land and
they complied such that to date, the complainant is enjoying quiet possession
of his land (ibid).
In another case of child neglect, the father who occasionally rented out his land
for agriculture instead squandered the proceeds on alcohol. The Bataka Court
in collaboration with the LC 1 Chairperson directed that the rent be expended
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for the child’s fees and the father complied. The third party who hired the land
also complied by paying the money directly to the school (opcit note 17).
4.8.

ENFORCEMENT OF DECISIONS OF THE BC

It is noteworthy that lacking legal authority the BCs’ decisions are not binding.
Rather, their enforcement is highly dependent on the acceptance of the
parties to respect it. Importantly, the signing of the MoU often demonstrates
an understanding of each other’s concerns and willing to restitution of the
relationship. As a good practice, it is critical that the MoU be recorded by
the Magistrate Court as a form of consent agreement to imbue it with judicial
authority as stipulated in the (BC Operations Manual 2012: 11). Nonetheless,
should any party resort to the formal court, the MoU is treated like any other
evidence of an agreement subject to interrogation by the court.

WVU legal officer and Bataka court members during a locus visit in Bwikara, Kagadi
District

4.9.

APPEAL PROCESS

The BC has no appellate structures nor does it have revision or review processes
of their decisions. After making the decision, the parties are given 14 days to
express their dissatisfaction with the decision. The BC issues a letter referring
any discontent person to the government authorities for further redress (Opcit
note 18). This can turn out to be costly and time consuming because the process
would have to start afresh given that the BC are not part of the formal court
process. In one Kibanja case, of Kabogere, the party against whom the Bataka
had ruled against resorted to court. It is noteworthy, that the court maintained
the position of the BC.
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4.10. CHALLENGES AND SHORTCOMINGS

4.10.1.

Lack of facilitation for BC Court Costs

Whereas the Bataka court officials are proud of the role they are playing in
the community, because people have confidence in them, they are weary that
should World Voices Uganda stop meeting the logistical support, they would
not be able to function as efficiently as they are doing. However, some meeting
costs are not met by World Voices Uganda. Yet, traditionally, hosting people in
ones’ home or compound requires hospitality resources. This usually extends
beyond the disputants to include any person with interest or curiosity in the
matter from the general community. A mutaka lamented that often times the
community BC congregation who attend the BC ask them for refreshments
because they are the conveners of the hearing meeting. Traditionally, a gourd
of local citizens’ brew (ekita ky’abataka) is given to the congregation through the
elders (National Dissemination Workshop note 2). Drinking from the same gourd
symbolized a revival of the relationships between the parties and the community
at large (local Dissemination workshop). To avoid embarrassment many times
the convener “digs” into their meagre resources to provide refreshments for the
congregation.
Further the lack of facilitation has constrained some court elders (bataka),
particularly women from attending the BC sessions. To mitigate the lack of
quorum, the BC have co-opted other elders, church leaders or LC chairpersons
to fill the gap (op-cit note 18).
4.10.2.

Rewards and risk of biases

The fact that the BC are voluntary renders them susceptibility to corruption.
Traditional judges are often not paid or are insufficiently paid but relied on
gifts of appreciation. However, such gifts may be deemed as bribes that could
influence the outcome of the hearing by benefiting those who are most likely
to pay the bribe (Ibid). The BC court officials acknowledged that some times
the parties to the case appreciate them after completion of the case. At times
the appreciation takes the form of a token fee of money, usually not more than
20,000 or in-kind such as a crate of soda and the like. This can create a risk of
corruption of the system where the members may decide a case in favour of a
party who may be in a better position to appreciate them.
Furthermore, poor logistical support, such as transport to visit the location of
the dispute is a major challenge. Further, the Chairperson LC I of Kyaterekera
B, confirmed that sometimes the BCs are facilitated to go to the locus by both
parties to the dispute (op-cit note 18).
The above is capable of offending the principles of a fair hearing before an
independent and impartial tribunal if not well managed. It may also create bias
on the part of the court officials to favour the party that has facilitated their
travel. Putting in place a gift policy is a useful first step. For example, any gift
would need to be publicly declared. Detailed modalities could be discussed
with the concerned communities to shield the legitimacy of the BC.
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4.10.3.

Lack of Legal Force for Binding Decisions

The BC are not legally regulated under the law, nor supervised by any courts
of law. Further, there is no formal court oversight. This puts the legitimacy of
the BC into question as compared to the LCC. Consequently, the Bataka court
is a court for the “willing,” in that it only mediates disputes where both parties
voluntarily succumb to its authority. Both parties must be present at the BC
session, or else it aborts. There are no exparte proceedings. Thus, one can
refuse to honour the summons without any legal consequences. Consequently,
where one fails to turn up the hearing cannot proceed with only one side. For
example, it was claimed that the immigrants would not readily resort to the
BCs. Neither do the rich: “They tell you to your face: “I will not come and there
is nothing that you can do (op-cit note 17).”
International human rights standards under the ICCPR envisage a justice
system that provides for effective remedies and enforcement of those remedies.
However, traditional systems do not have specific enforcement measures to back
their decisions. Put differently, often IJS decisions are non-binding and rely
primarily on social pressure which may not be sufficient for some cases (UNDP
2005). Likewise, the BC’s decisions are subject to the acceptance of the parties
to submit to them. In effect the BC have no force of law and are therefore nonbinding and are equivalent to an agreement. One practicing advocate attests
that there are instances where their decisions have been ignored (Op-cit note
9). In such instances, one of the disputants either resorts to the formal courts
of law or the politically inspired forums such as the RDC. The judgement is
not binding but it can only be used as examinable evidence about the facts. To
mitigate this gap, the signed MoU should be recorded in the formal courts.
4.10.4.

Potential Impartiality of World Voices Uganda Uganda

Article 28 of the Constitution requires equal treatment under the law. Thus,
the oversight role of World Voice Uganda could raise issues of impartiality in
the eventuality that one of the parties proceeds to court. It is noteworthy that
World Voices Uganda is a legal aid service provider and exercises oversight and
guidance over the BC through its legal officers. However, as guardians of the
BC they may be perceived as the Judges in their own cause by being the judge
and the lawyer at the same time.
It is therefore recommended that should a matter heard by the BC be taken to
court, then World Voices Uganda Uganda would be constrained from taking
sides by representing any of the parties because it has been privy to confidential
information the process and probably heard information that could be used
against either party. Under the law, justice must be seen to be done.
4.10.5.

Capacity Gaps

The BC officials acknowledged the challenge of undertaking independent
verification of the evidence on the ground. They thus requested further guidance
on how to ensure that justice is seen to be done without fear or favour. This
is particularly important in situation where the community is in favour of a
decision that is contrary to the ones taken by the BC.
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A review meeting between WVU legal officers and Ruteete and Kentomi Bataka courts
in Ruteeete, Kagadi

4.10.6.
a.

Gender Inequalities

Composition

Gender inequality and imbalance manifest itself at all levels of society including
both the informal and formal justice mechanisms. Yet, gender equality, equity
and empowerment is a human rights principle, that any different treatment on
the basis of sex is deemed discrimination, unless proven otherwise.
In practice there was differences in the composition of the BC. In some BCs
women were under-represented. For instance, the court in Kyaterekera had
only one woman member out of the seven court members. In contrast in
Ruteete, five out of seven members were women. The BC attributed the gender
imbalance to the heavy domestic workload of women compared to men and the
lack of facilitation for the BC. Outstandingly the BC itself recommended that the
gender composition of their courts could be dramatically improved by payment
of some form of facilitation to the members. A women BC member reported
that some of the nominated members declined to join the BC or subsequently
absconded. In her words: “If the man at a home abuses you for being away from
home to attend the BC, he will calm down if you return home with something. He
will be quite. When you come with nothing …you see days of suffering (oroola
enaaku) (op cit note 18)”
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b.

Gender Stereotyping:

Given that the IJS are often within the locality of the male chaperons such as
fathers and husbands, women are considered either as temporary residents
prone to shift to their future husbands’ land or as outsiders to their husbands’
natal clan (Carfield 2011). Thus, while women may have user rights and access
to cultivate their husband’s land, on their husband’s death, they are often
dispossessed of the land which is passed on to sons or other male relatives.
The BC claim that they have helped women fight for their rights over land.
They recalled at least three cases where the husbands sought to replace the
older wife with “a new and younger one (egali empya). The BC ensured that
the older women were not left destitute. In another case, a man had given land
to his cohabiting partner but later attempted to sell it and leave her homeless.
However, the BC protected the woman and her children and enabled her to
retain part of the homestead. In many situations, women seek maintenance of
their children.
In all the districts under study, including the Kyaka Refugee Camp, cases of
defilement were rampant, with an estimated less than 10% reported to formal
legal structures. In Kibaale, Kagadi, Kakumiro girls at puberty of about 1315 years are looked at as women who are fit for marriage. Thus, their parents
perceive them as a source of income through bride price (Op-cit note 11). During
a focus group discussion in Kagadi it was noted that:
“Many of the defilement cases don’t even reach the police. They are
handled at the level of the victims and suspects’ families meeting to
resolve the case amicably with the assistance of the Village Local
Council Chairpersons. Victims are forced to marry the culprit who is
expected to pay the bride-price (ibid).”
Often times the family members only resort to the police where the negotiations
for the compensations “for damaged goods and the family honour” has failed
(ibid). In this way the law is used as a tool to extort compensation of stalled
negotiations. Thereafter both families together with the victims and suspects
approach the police to withdraw the charges.
In one extreme case a father defiled a daughter of 11 years old who confided in
her School Teacher. The School reported the case to the Police. The relatives of
the accused exerted pressure on the victim to withdraw the case because the
accused was their breadwinner (Op-cit note 20). While the case was forwarded
to court the victim had to flee her home area due to the acrimony from her
paternal relatives.
The above underscores the imperative of gender training. A magistrate Grade
1 regretted for not having taken the option of Gender and the Law at Makerere
University yet he is frequently confronted with gender inequality issues in the
course of his work which affects his work
( Niokwizera Grade 1, Kibaale).
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4.11. THE IMPACT OF BATAKA COURTS

4.11.1.

User satisfaction

Most of the BC users expressed satisfaction with the fairness of the process, its
swiftness and cost effectiveness, thus bridging the gap in access to justice for
the poor and vulnerable.
At the National Dissemination Workshop the Police official summed up the
impact of the Bataka Court (op-cit note 2): “The Bataka seem more appealing.
They are direct. They are fast. All win and the people are happy.” Informal
justice systems are often centred around the concept of restorative justice where
emphasis is placed on reconciling the victim and the offender and reaching a
consensus about settlement, because the communities value living together.”
Another police officer observed, “in situations of simple assault, the victims
seeks compensation: When they report to Police, they expect immediate redress:
How do I benefit from the arrest? Is it government which is beaten, or is me?
(Nfunila mu wa? Bakubye gavumenti oba nze? When they receive some money,
they shake hands (op-cit note 20).
The Magistrate Grade 1, Kibaale had heard of the Bataka Court as “doing great
work. The community refers to the BC as the first response group, before they
even report to the Police (op-cit note 12).”
The Town Clerk of Kakumiro was of the view that the “BC were better prepared
to handle cases than the LCC (op-cit note 1).”
An advocate commented: “Somehow, somewhere the dispute is solved even if
not in the actual principles of the law. Everyone is contented. They enter their
agreement in writing and the dispute ends there” (Op-cit note 9).
4.11.2. Reduction on case backlog and referral of cases by the formal structures
to the BC:
Between June 2019 and September 2019, the BC handled a total of 155 cases.
(Opcit Note 19). Eleven (11) cases were handled in Kyaterekera sub-county, 6
in Kitumba, 46 in Ruteete, 23 in Kentomi, 5 in Mpeefu, 33 in Mairirwe, 17 in
Wangeyo, 9 in Nyabutanzi, 2 in Kabwenza and 3 in Mabaale.
The BC have contributed to the reduction of case backlog because they resolve
disputes that would have otherwise ended up in court. The fact that the
government law enforcement refer cases to BCs is a show of confidence and
an endorsement of their legitimacy. Specifically, between 2012 and 2016, over
60 cases were referred to the BC by the Grade1 Magistrates Court in Kagadi,
56 cases were referred from Police, 42 cases from Local Councils, and 16 cases
from district institutions (World Voices Uganda 2018). Such cases are often
trivial. The Magistrate Grade 1 in Kakumiro referred disputants who were
haggling over less than one foot of land (Opcit note 10). According to the LC3,
he refers simple cases (obusango-sango) such as quarrelling, drunkenness,
petty disagreements, petty thefts and minor trespass to the BC which enables
him to concentrate on the governance role (Opcit Note 16).
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4.11.3.

Scaling Up

Given the resounding success, in providing access to justice for the poor and
vulnerable the pilot project in the two sub-counties of Kyaterekera and Ruteete
in Kagadi district has since been scaled up by World Voices Uganda to ten Subcounties and into neighbouring districts of Kyegegwa (Op-cit note 18). It is
noteworthy that the community in Kakumiro were enticed to copy and establish
their own BCs but without the assistance of World Voices Uganda, albeit with
limited effectiveness due to the lack of training and facilitation to execute this
role.

Members of Bataka court after training facilitated by WVU and His Worship Kagoda
Moses Ntende, Chief Magistrate Hoima in Kagadi District

4.11.4.

Reconciliation and Peace

The BC have contributed to peace. The reconciliatory approach characterised by
the maintenance of relationship are critical part of justice under the BC system.
Moreover, in seeking mediation they also prevent disputes from escalating into
crime. The frustration with the formal legal system and what the community
perceive as impunity has triggered mob-justice. “People gave up reporting cases
and go for, burning houses, waylaying each other on the road with pangas.”22
The BC “use fairness (obwenkanya) of disputants. They say the truth. They
counsel the parties to forgive each other. But you see in courts, evidence dies
(obujulizi bufila mukoti) (op-cit note 17).
22
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In-depth interview LC 1 Kabweza, 26th September 2019, Kakumiro.
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V: OTHER IJS AND COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS STANDARDS
5.1.

BACKGROUND

There are a number of IJS which base their reasoning on customary law and
natural justice tenets. The UN Human Rights Committee General Comment no. 32
on Article 14: Right to equality before courts and tribunals and to a fair trial (2007)
clarified that Article 14 of the ICCPR recognizes courts based on customary law
to carry out judicial tasks in minor civil and criminal matters. Generally, these
institutions have systems of administration that are clan based. Likewise,
Article 246 of the constitution recognizes traditional institutions in accordance
with the culture, customs and traditions or wishes and aspirations of the people
to whom it applies. Although kingdoms are constitutionally recognized they are
supposed to be ceremonial and engaged in development work not politics.
Importantly, the 1995 Constitution made a fundamental departure from previous
Constitutions by declaring under Article 237 that land in Uganda belongs to the
citizens of Uganda. Furthermore, Article 237(3)(a) recognizes customary land
tenure as one of the four tenure systems (s. 3 Land Act, 1998). The recognition
of customary rules in the ownership, regulation and management of land
automatically puts traditional structures at the centre of resolving disputes
that may arise in respect to interpretation of customary rules and regulations.
Indeed S. 88 (1) of the Land Act allows traditional authorities to determine
disputes over customary tenure. However, although the Land Act acknowledges
the role of the traditional authorizes, it does not give legal authority to their
decisions.
The Land Act was amended in 2004 to grant jurisdiction in land matters to
Parish or Ward Executive Committee Courts under the Executive Committees
(Judicial Powers) Act and to provide that appeals on land matters from Division
or Sub-County Executive Committee Courts shall lie to the respective District
Land Tribunal and from the latter to the High Court. The District Land Tribunals
were to have a monetary limit of Uganda Shillings Fifty Million (Ugx 50,000,000).
However, the District Land Tribunals are not operational.
5.2.

CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS

Traditional institutions of Bunyoro and Toro Kingdom provide for traditional
structures of resolution of disputes. In both Bunyoro and Toro Kingdom,
dispute resolution structures include the family and clan at the parish, county
and Kingdom level. These structures commonly resolve family disputes, land
disputes and other cultural issues. The clan has an executive committee under
the leadership of the clan head. Disputes can be referred to the clan head by
any member of that clan. A clan meeting is convened and both parties are
given an opportunity to present their case. Usually the head of the clan takes
the decision. Remedies include reconciliation and restitution to the original
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position before the conflict took place.23

Some respondents were of the strong view that the kingdom courts were rendered
redundant due to the evolution of the new Bunyoro accruing from the vast
migration into Bunyoro (Abanyoro Abashyaka). Further, Bunyoro Kingdom also
has a Land Board, which can play a significant role in handling land matter,
particularly in the registration of clan land if well facilitated (ibid). However, a
member of the Toro kingdom admitted that the structures exist on paper but
the kingdom has no money to facilitate their roles on donations of the wellwishers (Op-cit note 11).
The cultural kingdoms have embarked on inculcating cultural values amongst
its constituencies. The Prime Minister of Bunyoro reported that the kingdom is
working collaboratively with the Nnabagereka Development Foundation to use
positive culture as a development tool
5.3.

RELIGIOUS COURTS

Article 29 (1) of the constitution provides for the right to practice any religion.
5.3.1.

The Qadhi Courts

Article 129(1), (d) provides for the establishment of Qadhi courts to assist in
handling matters of marriage, divorce, inheritance, guardianship and child
custody. However, they are not yet operational for lack of an enabling law. The
above notwithstanding, a considerable number of Muslims in local communities
in Uganda make use of informal Muslim courts which rely on Shariah laws
(Muslim Centre for Justice and Law, 2012).
For example, the District Imam for Kyegegwa district estimated that about 30%
of the Muslim community resort to him to mediate disputes or to simply seek
advice. Most of the disputes are family and marital related.
A base line survey conducted by the Muslim Centre for Justice and Law in
the districts of Butambala and Kampala identified the following challenges
that inhibit the performance of Qadhi courts: Absence of an empowering law
to operationalise the “Qadhi Courts.” Ignorance by court administrators of
human rights and the law; Unclear ideas on jurisdiction; Lack of facilitation
for court operations; lack of authority to enforce decisions / judgments; Poor
Islamic judicial knowledge and ignorance of Muslim court procedures, l lack of
basic facilities and logistics such as books of reference, office furniture, filing
cabinets and stationery; Poor record keeping; Lack of a central authority for
training and supervision of the general public perceptions that the introduction
of Qadhi courts in Uganda would make Muslims a special religion status.
In order to overcome the enormous challenges and ensure the implementation
of these courts, the Muslim Community has advocated for the Muslim Personal
23

Interview with the Rt Hon. Kiiza Xavier Joseph Former Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Lands in
Bunyoro Kingdom, September, 24th 2019, Kagadi District.
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Law Bill to operationalize Qadhi courts. The Qhadi court would be a subordinate
to the High Court of Uganda. It is hoped that if this bill is passed into law, it will
contribute towards promotion of access to justice to the Muslim Community.
5.3.2.

The Churches

The Church plays a recognizable role in handling family and marriage related
disputes with the aim of reconciling the parties.24 There are 40,000 believers in
just one parish of Bujuni, 65 outstations groups and 8 to 9 zones. At the parish
level the disputes are handled by the Head of Christians and the catechists at
the Parish and the Diocese level in Hoima District. There is also a Peace and
Justice Commission headed by the Parish Priest. The episcopal conference
handles justice issues at a national level.
Likewise, the Anglican and Pentecostal church have similar structures for the
resolution of disputes relying on the biblical principles. They also mostly handle
family related matters like marriage break downs and child neglect.25
As a demonstration of trust in the religious structures, believers often seek the
counsel of the Church before proceeding to the formal institutions. In effect the
churches serve as a bridge between the believers and the formal justice systems
like police as the first point of reporting an injustice (Opcit note 22). In one
situation between a father and son over a family ranch business, the Church
worked towards reconciliation of the parties. However, these church informal
justice structures essentially provide mediation and reconciliation of the parties
in civil cases. Their decisions are not binding for lack of legal authority, unless
the parties voluntarily choose to comply.
5.3.3.

The Owobusobozi Bisaka

The Owobusobozi is a faith that is predominant in Bunyoro region. It is headed
by the Owobusobozi Bisaka, who is believed by his followers to be a God.26
The faith has dispute resolution structures at the parish level, “(amatambiro)”
(worship place), Obukwenda (Diocese) and finally the “Owobusobozi.” At the
village and parish levels the disputes are resolved by a committees of 4-5
members. At the Diocese level the committee is between 4-10 members.
These committees mostly handle family related conflicts, bibanja conflicts,
witchcraft and cannibalism (ibid). This faith prides itself in ably dealing with
witchcraft and cannibalism. It boasts that even the police equally refer such
cases to the Owobusobozi to disempower the instruments of cannibalism and
burn the powers of witchcraft. When parties fail to agree they resort to the
formal justice institutions.
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In-depth Interview with the Parish Priest, Bujuni St Mary’s Parish, 25th September 2019, Kibaale District.
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Interview with a member of a Pentecostal church in Kabweza, Kyegegwa district (Kyegegwa,
September, 26th 2019).
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Interview with the Omukwenda Alinaitwe Bingi, head of the Bakwenda, September, 24th 2019). The
faith also claims to have many believers in Rwanda and Kenya, Kagadi District.
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However, the role they play in access to justice is limited to the followers of the
faith.
Further, the procedure for resolving disputes is not clear as they rely heavily on
the spiritual powers of the Owobusobozi. Yet, there is equally no yardstick of
measuring spiritual powers making it un-predictable for being highly dependent
on one’s spiritual beliefs.
5.4.

TRADE RELATED COMMITTEES:

Within Kyegegwa district, there are Boda boda Association, Taxi associations
and Traders Association as self-regulatory committees that resolve trade related
disputes and relationships amongst their membership. However, this particular
research was unable to assess their effectiveness.
5.5.

REFUGEE WELFARE COUNCIL (RWC)

The Kyaka Refugee settlement in Kyegegwa district is comprised of different
nationalities mainly from Congo, Sudan, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Kenya and
Burundi.27 The settlement is made up of 26 villages divided into 9 zones.
Each zone is headed by an Assistant Settlement Commander who reports to the
Settlement Commandant.
The Refugee Welfare Council (RWC) exists at the village, zonal and Settlement
levels. Each RWC is constituted of 11 members including women who are
elected by the community. The RWC handle simple disputes among the refugee
community such as debts, fights, trespass, domestic issues, and drainage issues
among others. They also play a role in mobilizing the refugee communities for
hygiene, sanitation, health and other social services. However, these committees
need to be trained in basic principles of law to guide the members in their
decision making.
The RWCs are credited for promoting access to justice for the refugee communities
under the oversight of the Assistant Commandant.
The above notwithstanding, the host community members of Kyegegwa district
were dissatisfied with the way the commandant of the settlement was handling
the disputes between themselves and the refugees. Such disputes relate
to trespass by the refugees on their land in search for firewood, timber for
construction and also theft of food crops from gardens. They were bitter that the
Commandants were biased in favour of the refugees, yet they are dispossessed
of land as citizens. An incident was reported where a member of the community
was dispossessed of his land. He subsequently registered as a refugee and was
allocated the same piece of land.
However, at the National Dissemination Workshop, the Settlement Commandant
alleged that it is the communities that are encroaching on government land. That
government paid off the absentee landlord and allocated the land to the refugees
(opcit note 2). Likewise, at the local government level, there is contention over
27

Interview with the Deputy Settlement Commander, Kyaka Refugee settlement Camp, Kyegegwa
district (Kyegegwa, September 26th 2019).
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the preferential treatment of the refugees over the host communities. While the
Office of the Prime Minister contended that 30% of the relief is reserved for the
host communities and 70% for the refugees, the Deputy Chief Administrative
Officer, agitated that the allocation of the 30% should be at the discretion of the
host community but not the refugee organs (op-cit note 2). Similarly the local
CSOs complained of exclusion in the refugee camp activities and queried the
sustainability of interventions of the INGOs.
All the law enforcement agencies decried the high rate of defilement with the
Refugee camps. This was partly attributed to the fact that in DRC the age of
consent is 16 while in Uganda it is 18 (ibid). The Police noted that the refugee
community does not think of defilement as an offence and therefore conceal
evidence. The Uganda Police Force has therefore established Gender Desk
within the Refugee Resettlement areas (ibid).
5.6.

OFFICE OF THE RESIDENT DISTRICT COMMISSIONER (RDC)

The UN Basic Principle on the Independence of the Judiciary and Right to Fair
Trail and Legal Assistance in Africa (2003, 4g) underline that the independence
of the judicial bodies from the executive Branch.
It calls for procedural
safeguards to shield the court from undue interference. Unfortunately, the
office of the RDC barely meets the standard. Communities perceive the RDC
as the “President of the District. He heads everyone. After the RDC you go to
straight to the President.”28
The above notwithstanding, given that courts take “forever” to resolve a case
and a land wrangle can span over generations, the public and particularly
“investors” resort to the RDC for the expeditious dispensing of justice. The RDC
has given out land, sits and makes judgements and evicts (ibid).
At the National Dissemination workshop, the Assistant Commissioner of Police
(ACP) contended that: “Land has become a highly hot issue requiring both justice
and security. Land wrangles result in criminal assault and in many cases
murder. When one reports to the Police or the political leadership, they expect an
affirmation of who is the owner of the land is. … Yet court takes forever (Op-cit
note 2).
In contrast another police officer in the field observed: “Those people who
go to the RDC often do not have a sufficient case to put to the police or court.
Their only hope is that the RDC will push for it… . They expect the RDC to do
miracles (opcit note 20).”
The role played by the Office of the RDC in resolving disputes and bridging the
access to justice gap was found to be very controversial at both the national and
local dissemination and attracted a heated debate on both sides. On the positive
side the RDC of Kagadi was credited for handling disputes and concluding them.
In her fight against corruption at the district level she forced the district official
to refund the misappropriated funds (op-cit note 11). As a result many people
have developed confidence in the office of the RDC compared to the formal
courts. Many perceive the decision of the RDC as final. At times the litigants
28

In-depth Interview, Magistrate Kakumiro, 27th September 2019, Kakumiro
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quote and rely on the RDC’s decisions or proclamations during proceedings in
court (Op-cit note 26).
On the negative side, RDCs have been so overzealous that they interfere in the
court processes. The RDC is known to scrutinize judgements. For example,
in Kakumiro the RDC often confronts the Magistrate on decisions he perceives
to be politically wrong. The public also seeks the RDCs’ views on whether
or not to honour the court summons. Furthermore, a court order cannot be
executed without the approval of the RDC (opcit note 9). Further, the national
dissemination confirmed the RDC’s interference with the court execution and
often treats the court bailiffs as a “bunch of thugs (opcit note 2). Moreover, it
was contended that one has to have clearance from the Police Headquarters to
effect a court order (ibid). In order to execute their order, the court bailiffs have
resorted to evicting and demolish buildings during the night (ibid). Article 2 (3)
of the ICCPR which obligates State to provide an effective remedy to a victim of
rights violation and to ensure their enforcement when granted. Thus, the RDC
obstructs the realization of effective remedies by those whose rights have been
violated.
Ironically at time the RDCs enforce violent evictions. Hence there was concern
over the growing “securitization of development” largely due to the prioritisation
of the investor’s rights over those of the citizens. For example, in Lusanja a
whole village was evicted using a court order supervised by the RDC and the
police. The community FDG complained: “The District LC5 and RDC are only
there to threaten us, beat us with sticks and pangas (opcit note 17).”
At the National Dissemination the issue of the poor versus the landlords was
a vexed one. On one hand it was noted that the poor equally grab land: “The
poor are very greedy and intolerant (opcit note 1).” On the other hand it was
contented that the “poor are just desperate. They have no food so they grab
crumbs (ibid).” This growing classism and mutual fear warrants the discussion
of broad questions of governance and related intolerance.
The RDCs also address cases related to infrastructure development with focus
on accidents and disagreements over compensation.29 For example Edison
Basisa complained that some individuals disposed him of his rock which they
sold to Shengli company. The LC referred him to the RDC who offered him 5
million shillings as compensation, which he declined to take. The RDC advised
him to proceed to court. Since then the company has halted activities over the
rock. Although of limited merit, since the rock was sold by the title holder, the
case illustrates the challenges of multiple legal claims over land: Lease, mailo
or community land.
5.7.

COMMUNITY GRIEVANCES MECHANISMS

In mid-2019 UNRA and the contractor created the Grievances Committee
(GC) Mechanism in response to the numerous complaints by the affected
communities. The GC is composed of eleven members nominated by the
29
FGD, Infrastructure Affected Communities, 27th September, Mabira Town Council, Kyebanja, Kyanzikirenyi Ward.
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community In addition, a toll free line 0800-100811 was given. An MoU was
signed and the community allowed the company to proceed with its work as
they address upcoming grievances. An LC official confirmed having seen the
letter/MoU and having registered about 200 grievances (ibid). At the time of
the field research two months had lapsed without any action being taken. The
following are some of the disputes:
The community alleged that while it had leased some land to the contractor for
a period of five years, the contractor sought to renew the contract on the old
terms of engagement which the community declined to accept (ibid). A team
from UNRA and Shengli met with the community and suspended all activities.
In retaliation, a District team comprised of the LC 5, and RDC accompanied by
policemen, threatened the residents that whoever contest their actions should
leave Kyenjojo and go to another region. The community sought the legal
assistance of World Voices Uganda in collaboration with Initiative for Social and
Economic Rights (ISER) and Uganda Consortium on Corporate Accountability
(UCCA). An evaluation of the 500 acres was done in April 2019 and the agitating
community members photographed. However, they are still awaiting the
Chief Government Valuer to “sign the evaluation forms.” Since then, both the
community and the contractor are not doing anything on the land. However,
the contractor is eating the communities’ food claiming that it is part and parcel
of the disturbance allowance.
In another case, the residents complained of under-compensation with some
claiming to have been given between 400,000 – 700,000 thousand a year with no
transport to evacuate the land, “that their food stuffs were not compensated, the
water got polluted, the hens stopped hatching, the animals stopped replicating
and houses got cracked (ibid).” 9 persons rejected the money and were later
engaged by the Company Project officer who paid each of them 1,250,000,
almost double the monies to the original group.
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VI: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1.

CONCLUSIONS

IJS are internationally recognised as part of the access to justice particularly
for the poor and disadvantaged society. In Uganda 85% of the disputes are
resolved by the IJS (Hill 2016). Consequently, the JLOS Strategic Development
Plan 2017-2020 bridges the gap between the IJS and the formal sector. This
study assessed the extent to which the IJS adhere to the international human
rights standards. It measured the IJS against the three most relevant rights,
namely: equality, due process and culture. The right to equality provides that
given that human beings are equal in dignity and rights they must be accorded
equal protection under the law. The right to due process includes the right to
fair trial and to an effective remedy. The critical elements of the fair trial are
the independence, competence and impartiality of the tribunal as well as the
procedural safeguards such as public hearing, presumption of innocence and
right to equality of arms (equal opportunity under a trial). Lastly cognisant
that often IJS incorporate cultural norms and practices, it evaluates whether
such applied culture is in conformity with the Principles and Guidelines on the
Rights to Fair Trial and Legal Assistance in Africa (2003 para Qb – c).
At the national level the 1995 Constitution provides for: A bill of rights (Chapter
4) Equality (Art 20, 21, 31 & 33); fair hearing (Art 28) and commitment to
substantive justice with respect for law, values, norms and aspirations of the
people (Art 126(1). Further, it provides for positive cultural values (The National
Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy, XXIV and Art 37). Art 2(2)
renders any law or any custom which is inconsistent with the constitution
invalid. Likewise, Art 33 (6) prohibits any laws, cultures, customs or traditions
against the dignity and welfare of women.
The study assessed the LCC; the BC; The Traditional Cultural Courts; The
Religious Courts; The Refugee Welfare Council (RWC) and the Office of the RDC.
The following discussion offers the key highlights of the findings of each:
6.1.1.The LCC
The LCC courts are semi-formal in that although established by law under
the LCC Act of 2006 they are informal in that they are run by law people and
apply cultural-social norms to solve petty disputes. However, the study found
that the LCCs were essentially inactive. The LC structure is more visible in
its political governance role but not as a court. The few operational ones are
incompetent and quite ignorant of their roles with a tendency to be swayed
by political considerations in the administration of justice. At times they
intermeddle in defilement cases, charge double the prescribed fees and solicit
bribes for all services including an LC recommendation letter. LCC also suffer
from poor information documentation of their records which delays justice in
cases of appeal.
6.1.2. The BC
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Progressively, the BC has filled the void of the non-performing LCC. The BC
is a community led and driven IJS delivery model mirrored on the pre-colonial
justice systems. The BCMs appreciated the regular capacity building from the
JLOS actors which improved their awareness and attitude to justice. They are
free, making justice more accessible to the poor. Despite being voluntary, the
elders were satisfied with their enhanced community respect as active citizens.
The BC are characterised by procedural simplicity, are in the open, use the local
language and solicit participation of those present to air their views instead
of being mere spectators. The community alleged that the formal sector is
technical, costly and favour the rich (Omwavu tasinga musango). The rotation
of the Chairing of the BCM by the elder to whom the case was reported to
shields the concentration of power in one individual. BC also exhibit equality
of arms by allowing both parties the same amount of time and opportunities to
make their case. Each party is asked to assess whether they have been treated
fairly. They rely on truth and common sense as well as basic notions of natural
justice in decision making. Decision are made by consensus after three weeks
of deliberations. The BC decisions have largely been respected by disputants.
Common remedies include public apology, community service, compensation,
restitution and reconciliation. The decision is signed by both parties, with the
Bataka signing as witnesses. The parties are free to appeal to the formal courts.
On the negative side, having the person to whom a case is reported to serve
as the chair of the session compromised impartiality. Further the lack of
facilitation for the court session has adversely affected the meeting of quorum.
Further, the BC have received facilitation to visit locus or gifts of appreciation
which could be misconstrued as bribes in favour of a party who may be in
a better position to appreciate them. Furthermore, the impartiality of World
Voices Uganda is questionable because they exercise oversight function over
the BC as a legal aid service provider and could be misunderstood as judge and
lawyer in their own cause.
With the exception of Ruteete which has five out of seven elders are women,
there is under gender representation with some having no woman representative
amongst the BC. This was largely attributed to the heavy domestic work load
and the subordinate status of women who due to lack of facilitation do not
have the capacity to appease the man when out of home for long periods. The
above notwithstanding the BC have attested that they have addressed gender
inequality by protecting women from being rendered destitute, provided for the
maintenance of children and stopped domestic violence.
Overall the BCs have had positive impact. There is a functional linkage between
the BC and the JLOS structures as is evidenced by the formal referrals as
an endorsement of their legitimacy: Between 2012 and 2016, over 60 cases
were referred to the BC by the Grade1 Magistrates Court in Kagadi, 56 cases
were referred from Police, 42 cases from Local Councils, and 16 cases from
district institutions. The community was satisfied by the BC for its swiftness,
cost effectiveness, restitution of relationships and mitigating the escalation of
disputes into crime. A Police official, summed up: “BCs seem more appealing
to the community. They are direct. They are fast. All win and the people are
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happy.” An advocate commented: Somehow, the dispute is solved … Everyone
is content.”
6.1.3.The Traditional Cultural Courts:
Although the traditional Bunyoro and Toro Kingdom courts exists based on
the clan-based system, they were not vibrant due to lack of resources. Some
respondents argue that the vast migration has rendered such courts redundant.
6.1.4.Religious Courts:
The region also has religious courts from the Anglican, Catholic, Muslims and
Owobushobozi. However, these are restricted to the followers and primarily
handle family relates disputes.
6.1.5.

The Refugee Welfare Council

The RWC within Kyegegwa district Refugee Camp is constituted of 11 members
including women who are elected by the community. However, they are not
trained in basic principles of law to guide decision making. Further, the host
communities complained that the commandant favour refugees in dispute
over land, a fact that the Settlement Commandant disputed accusing that the
communities are encroaching on government’s public land.
6.1.6.

The office of the Resident District Commissioner (RDC)

The usefulness of the office of the RDC as an access to justice mechanism elicited
substantive controversy. The communities perceive the RDC as the “President
of the District.” However, international principles prescribe the independence
of judicial tribunals from the executive. Positively, the RDC has expeditiously
addressed land and corruption cases. Negatively, the RDCs have interfered in
the court processes, scrutinise judgements and authorises execution of court
orders, which obstructs the effective remedy and impartiality of the tribunal.
6.2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.2.1.
RDC: While recognising the role of the RDC in overseeing the
security, the RDC as a representative of the Executive should refrain from
the interfering with the independence of the judiciary because it violates the
tenets for the rule of law.
6.2.2.

THE BC

Allowing Dissent: While consensus building is a positive practice, there must be
room to dissent in principle, if it expands the notions of justice.
Registration of MoU: It is also important to ensure that all MoUs are recorded
by the Magistrate Court as a form of consent agreement to imbue them with
judicial authority as prescribed by the BC Manual.
Protection of Confidentiality: Should a matter heard by the BC be taken to court,
World Voices Uganda should desist from representing any of the parties because
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it could have confidential information that could bias the outcome.
Capacity Building: The BC requested for continuous training and capacity
building in the following priority areas: writing decisions, agreement, summons,
carrying out investigations especially the visit of locus, general court process
such as bail which is often misconceived as corruption and guidance on
facilitation in the form of transport and appreciation from disputants.
Sustainability of the BC: Given that the BC complement the governments’ role
of ensuring justice, it would be ideal to provide them with a monthly stipend so
that they remain free of charge for the community. The sustainability of the BC
cannot be guaranteed on mere volunteerism. While they evidently volunteer their
time, requiring them to do so in a sustained manner inadvertently entrenches
the inequality of the poor. Thus, the BCs are prone to collapse if for instance
World Voices Uganda is unable to support them. However, integrating the BC
in the other government programmes in order to earn some fees runs the risk
of detracting them from their already hectic schedule of a voluntary nature. As
a good practice the Kyaterekera Local Council Chairperson III availed the BC a
permanent venue to use for their court proceedings.
6.3. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IJS

6.3.1.

Basic Legal Training:

All IJS require some basic training in basic tenets of the law, human rights and
social justice. Nonetheless, a deep understanding of the law is not a prerequisite
to decide petty disputes, because once the facts are established the dispute is
resolved. Thus, making the process more technical may frustrate quick justice.
Moreover, The Supreme Court decision of Mifumi and 12 Others v. Attorney
General and Kenneth Kakuru30 adapting the Constitutional court underlined
that Art 126 elevated customary law at par with other written laws and that it
is more legitimate.
6.3.2.

Gender Training and Cultural Dialogues

Given the rampant defilement in the districts of study including within the
Refugee Settlement, it is imperative to have gender training and community
dialogues to appreciate how human rights principles manifest themselves in
their own cultural and social practices to mitigate the violation of rights.
The reluctance of engaging the cultural discourse is partially conceptual mainly due to
colonialism that depicted African culture as a source of human rights violations, and regressive
to development (Blair Commission, 2005: 116; Okafor, 2006: 215; Gutto, 1999: 156; Murray,
2001b: 224; Tamale, 2007: 149-151). Yet, every culture has a notion of human rights. Some
scholars have argued that IJS have similarities with the rule of law, such as independent fact
finding, defence rights, not being tried for the same offence twice, the prohibition of double
jeopardy and the rehabilitation of the perpetuators (Hoenig. 2008: 346, Hovil and Quinn,
2005: 12, 40 & 42). Conversely placing culture parallel to rights leaves a majority of women
30
Mifumi Co Ltd vs Ag, Supreme court Constitutional Appeal # 2 of 2014:11-17 and Constitutional Petition N0 12/07
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without redress because it requires them to “strip themselves of culture before enjoying rights”
(Tamale, 2007: 157). Thus, it is critical to have a cross cultural framework to identify the
positive elements that advance human rights and the oppressive ones to be discarded which
would also promote the dynamic mass support through local understanding. (Human Rights
Council, An-Naim and Deng, 1990: 9 & 12; Paul, 1990: 214; Mutua, 2002: 8; Welch, 1990:
206). The ongoing efforts of reviving positive culture as a tool of democratic development
spearheaded by the Nnabagereka Development Foundation is a leading model.
6.4.

THE UNRESOLVED DILEMMA

The BC have been criticised for not being formally established which renders their decisions
non-binding. Thus, the contentious question that looms is whether the BC and other IJS
should be formally established. One view was that leaving the BC outside the formal
regulation amounts to romanticising informality (Batakanisation of justice) which may
perpetuate inequalities and gender stereotypes as well as aggravate ethnic marginalisation of
the immigrant into region by the indigenous Banyoro.
The majority view was sceptical of legislating the BC: As aptly argued by Prof
Jjuuko:31
“The existence of informal justice structures is historical. The colonial formal
courts primarily addressed law and order and left rights and family issues
to the informal sector. The ordinary citizens often exhaust the informal
mechanisms before they resort to the formal system. The failure of the formal
justice system reflect the failure of the state led structures. The courts are
reflective of the state: militaristic, associated with corruption and oppressive.
Yet the informal is popular and more relevant. The one million question is:
Should one formalize the informal and attach it to the formal? Should the
informal be legislated upon?”
Moreover, despite established by law the LCC courts were found to be less
effective in their judicial function and prone to abuse of office and corruption.
Likewise, while codifying the norms would ensure conformity with human rights,
such formalisation may inadvertently make the BC more technical and reduce
its dynamic potential.to respond to the justice needs of the marginalised.
In summation, legal pluralism allows people to shop for the most suitable forum
to address their specific predicament.
“Justice, like beauty, is in the eyes of
the beholder and can be interpreted in a variety of ways. ... It can legitimately
take many forms (Weinstein et al, 2004: 4). Compounded by the costly, time
consuming, excruciatingly slow and adversarial nature of the formal justice
system, many marginal groups generally appreciate the IJS.

31
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CONVENTIONS
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) 1948
The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (IESCR),
1967
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), 1966
The Convention of the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW) The African Charter on Human and People’s Rights (ACHPR),
The Protocol on the Rights of Women 2003 (The Maputo Protocol)
The African Children’s Charter (1990).
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DECLARATIONS AND GENERAL COMMENTS
General Comment 18 prohibits any discrimination and underlies the equality
before the law and equal protection of the law.
General Comment No. 32 on Right to equality before courts and tribunals and to
a fair trial
General Comment No 28 on Equality of Rights of Men and Women
General Recommendation No. 33 on Women’s Access to Justice (2015)
The Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of
Power 1985, (Resolution 40/34 of 29)
The Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals and Group
The Committee on the Economic social and cultural rights in General Comment
No. 21 on the Right of everyone to take part in cultural life (2009)
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DOMESTIC LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The 1995 Constitution
The Judicature Act, (Chapter 13 of the Laws of Uganda),
The Children Act 1996
The Local Council Courts Act 2006,

CASES
Mifumi and 12 Others v. Attorney General and Kenneth Kakuru Constitutional
Petition No 12/07
Ernest Kinyanjui Kimani v. Muiru Gikango and Another1965 E.A, 735
Kigozi v. Njuki 1943 6 ULR 113,
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